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Abstract
The Iberian Algyroides (Algyroides marchi) is a lacertid lizard with one of the narrow-
est distribution ranges in continental Europe, restricted to a minute area in the Subbaetic 
mountains in SE Spain. Due to specific habitat requirements, this species is considered 
threatened by climate change and habitat degradation. Here, an improved and time-cali-
brated multilocus phylogenetic analysis, combining two mitochondrial, three nuclear mark-
ers as well as a battery of 12 microsatellite loci, was performed. Moreover, ancestral 
changes in effective population size were determined under Approximate Bayesian Com-
putation (ABC) analysis. In parallel, past, present and future habitat suitability was inferred 
using Ecological Niche Models (ENMs). The diversification of A. marchi in the Iberian 
Peninsula began during the Upper-Pleistocene around 0.10 Mya. However, during the Last 
Interglacial the species had much larger suitable habitats along NE Iberia and/or the Can-
tabrian region. Indeed, ABC analysis indicates that not the Last Interglacial, but instead 
the Last Glacial Maximum led to a population bottleneck followed by a recovery/expan-
sion. The footprint of this complex evolutionary history is reflected today in six mono-
phyletic lineages, with little genetic differentiation and geographic coherency. This pat-
tern most likely arises from the climatic oscillations during the Pleistocene, leading to a 
complete range shift and secondary contact, with very divergent haplogroups in sympatry 
and exchanging genes. Finally, the ENMs predict a considerable future retraction and shift 
in the area suitable for the species, which should be taken into account for conservation 
policies.
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Introduction

Southern Europe is well-known to retain a higher species richness and vertebrate fauna 
endemism levels when compared to central and northern Europe, both in part related to 
the existence of faunal refugia during Pleistocene glacial episodes (Hewitt 1996, 1999). 
Nonetheless, prior to the glaciations, the subtropical woodlands dominant in Europe during 
the Miocene were replaced by drier and steppe-like environments in many of these regions 
during the transition to the Pliocene (Fauquette et al. 1999; Jiménez-Moreno et al. 2010). 
In this context, the warmer and subtropical conditions first facilitated the dispersal of sev-
eral taxa of most ectothermic vertebrates (see in Böhme 2003), while drier and more open 
landscapes were only favourable to certain groups (e.g. Podarcis wall lizards, Böhme and 
Corti 1993). After that initial filtering, the Pleistocene brought a series of glacial and inter-
glacial climatic episodes, with the Last interglacial (LIG) between 130 kyr and 116 kyr 
(Otto-Bliesner et  al. 2006), and the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) ca. 22 kyr (Hijmans 
et al. 2005). During colder periods, temperate species’ ranges contracted to lower latitudes; 
in southern Europe, the Iberian, Italian and the Balkan peninsulas became refugia where 
species survived the LGM to later colonize northern regions during postglacial warming 
(Hewitt 2011).

The Iberian Peninsula hosts one the most species rich reptile assemblages in Europe 
(Sillero et  al. 2014), mainly because of the establishment of several “refugia-within-ref-
ugia” in the region that allowed the survival of a wide range of taxa during Pleistocene’s 
climatic changes (Gómez and Lunt 2007). The effects of these environmental changes are 
more apparent at the intraspecific level. In some cases, the geographical ranges of certain 
taxa broke up during glacial periods and population groups remained isolated in distinct 
refugia from which the present ranges were built up through colonization during intergla-
cial periods (e.g. Salvi et al. 2013; Teixeira et al. 2015). Since substantial parts of the Ibe-
rian Peninsula remained with mild climatic conditions during the Ice Ages, and many of 
them remained mutually isolated during long periods, Iberian reptile fauna contains many 
endemisms with restricted and/or substructured ranges, such as Podarcis bocagei, and P. 
carbonelli (Pinho et al. 2011), Lacerta schreiberi (Godinho et al. 2008), Iberolacerta mon-
ticola (Remón et al. 2013) and I. bonnali (Mouret et al. 2011), Timon nevadensis (Miraldo 
et al. 2013) and Algyroides marchi (Carretero et al. 2010).

The Iberian Algyroides (Algyroides marchi Valverde 1958; for others A. hidalgoi 
Boscá 1916, see Sánchez-Vialas et  al. 2018) is an endemic lizard restricted to the Sub-
baetic Mountain Range (Alcaraz, Segura and Cazorla) of South-eastern Iberian Peninsula 
(Fig. 1c), with one of the narrowest distribution ranges (100*40 km, Carretero et al. 2010) 
among continental European lacertids (Sillero et  al 2014). Within this range, it is also 
highly stenotopic (Fernández-Cardenete and García-Cardenete 2015; Rubio 2002; Rubio 
and Martín 2017), inhabiting geomorphologically enclosed, rocky, shaded, and humid val-
leys (Carretero et al. 2010; Rubio and Carrascal 1994). This reflects its high sensitivity to 
water loss (Carneiro et al. 2017; García-Muñoz and Carretero 2013; Rubio and Carrascal 
1994). Due to these biogeographic and ecological restrictions, the species is considered as 
endangered (Pérez-Mellado et al. 2009, Carretero et al. 2010).

Although inhabiting the Mediterranean region, the Iberian Algyroides has, in fact, a 
closer Atlantic affinity (Sillero et  al. 2009), which makes it now more vulnerable to cli-
mate variations. In particular, the aridification of southern Iberia, predicted in a longer 
term according to global climate change scenarios (Sumner et al. 2003), may have a major 
impact on A. marchi considering its dependency on humid habitats at a geographic scale 
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(Carvalho et  al. 2010). Hence, a robust inference on the areas of habitat suitability and 
its driving factors is of paramount importance to help develop future conservation plans. 
Apart from that, several human actions are threatening the species’ habitat and survival, 
namely roads and forest track construction, touristic infrastructure and livestock grazing 
(Pérez-Mellado et al. 2009; Rubio and Martín 2017).

Nevertheless, the future responses to these forecasted disturbances will be strongly 
related with the evolutionary history of the species after past environmental changes, 
namely, those taking place during the Pleistocene (Sillero and Carretero 2013). In this 
regard, the only phylogenetic study on the Iberian Algyroides performed to date already 
revealed high levels of mitochondrial diversity, with three clades presumably separated 
since the Early Pleistocene, although it lacked proper tree calibration (Carretero et  al. 
2010). Moreover, both the limited genetic and ecological niche modelling analyses pre-
cluded the suggestion of hypothetical biogeographical scenarios.

In this study, a more complete molecular analysis was performed including not only 
previous mitochondrial and nuclear markers, but also an additional nuclear marker (Reln) 
and a battery of 12 microsatellite loci, in order to generate a robust hypothesis regarding 

Fig. 1  a Bayesian phylogenetic tree based on the combined mtDNA dataset (16S + ND4). Asterisks cor-
responds to posterior probabilities > 95%, and the 95% confidence intervals for estimated node ages (95% 
HPD) are represented by blue bars; b Map depicting the geographical distribution of each mitochondrial 
lineage, and of the entire species according to IUCN (Pérez-Mellado et al. 2009). Colours match the ones 
from the phylogenetic tree; and c species presence records used to calculate the ecological niche models
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past and present population connectivity, respectively. All phylogenetic inferences were 
time-calibrated to determine approximate divergence times, and effective population size 
changes. In parallel, ecological niche models for the Iberian Algyroides in the current 
conditions were projected to past and future climate scenarios to examine the impact of 
several Pleistocenic events (Last Interglacial, Last Glacial Maximum and Mid-Holocene), 
and the forecasted shifts due climate change on the dynamics of the suitable habitats for 
the species. By following this multidisciplinary approach, we intend to draw a robust bio-
geographical scenario responsible for the current range and genetic diversity in a species 
where historical geographic shifts and extinctions are expected to be dominant.

Materials and methods

Molecular analyses

DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing

A total of 84 individuals of Iberian Algyroides were used in this part of the study, distrib-
uted across the Spanish provinces of Albacete, Granada, Jaén and Murcia, corresponding 
to the overall geographic range of the species (Carretero et al. 2010; Fernández-Cardenete 
and García-Cardenete 2015; Rubio 2002; Rubio and Martín 2017). Three specimens of 
Algyroides fitzingeri from Sardinia (Italy) and three A. nigropunctatus from Peloponnese 
(Greece) were also added to the dataset. Geographic location of each specimen genetically 
analysed is represented in Fig. 1b, and detailed information about the locality, amplified 
genes and GenBank accession codes in Table S1.

Tissue from tail tip muscle was collected from each individual and preserved in 96% 
ethanol. Genomic DNA was extracted using a standard high-salt protocol (Sambrook et al. 
1989). A fragment including the terminal portion of the ND4 gene and the tRNAs for Ser-
ine, Histamine and Leucine was amplified by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) using the 
primers published by Arévalo et  al. (1994). Amplification conditions for the ND4 gene 
were the same as described in Pinho et al. (2006). Primers used for the 16SrRNA gene in 
both amplification and sequencing were 16Sa and 16Sb from Palumbi (1996) and amplifi-
cation conditions were the same as described in Harris et al. (1998).

Three nuclear protein-coding gene fragments were also sequenced: the melanocortin 1 
receptor (MC1R), the pyruvate kinase (PKM2int5) and Reelin (RELNint61). For amplifi-
cation and sequencing of the MC1R, PKM2int5 and RELNint61 the primers MC1RF and 
MC1RR, PKSQF and PKSQR and RELN61F RELN62R (Pinho et  al. 2010) were used, 
respectively.

Amplification of all three nuclear fragments was carried out in 25 µl volumes, contain-
ing 5.0 µl of 10 × reaction Buffer, 2.0 mM of  MgCl2, 0.5 mM each dNTP, 0.2 µM each 
primer, 1U of Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen), and approximately 100 ng of template 
DNA. PCR conditions were the same as described in Pinho et  al. (2010). All amplified 
fragments were sequenced in a ABI3730XL automated sequencer.

The obtained sequences were imported into the software Geneious Pro v.5.5.9 (Drum-
mond et al. 2010) where alignment was performed using MAFFT v.7.017 (Katoh and Stand-
ley 2013) using the default parameters (auto algorithm; scoring matrix = 200PAM/k = 2; 
gap open penalty = 1.53; and offset value = 0.123). DnaSP v5 (Librado and Rozas 2009) 
was implemented to calculate several genetic diversity parameters for each genetic marker.
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For all specimens of the Iberian Algyroides, 12 microsatellite loci were genotyped (3 
dinucleotide, 4 trinucleotide and 5 tetranucleotide repeats) from a battery developed for 
Podarcis hispanica (Ph12010, Ph124, Ph152, Ph2014, Ph30, Ph412, Ph50, Ph8311 in 
Costa et al. 2013), Zootoca vivipara and Podarcis muralis (Lv-4–72, Lv-4-⍺ and B4, C9, 
respectively in Runemark et al. 2008). All loci were amplified according to the described 
conditions in those studies. All amplifications were performed including negative controls. 
PCR products were separated by size on an ABI3100xl genetic analyser using the 350ROX 
size standard. Allele sizes were determined using GENEMAPPER v.4.0 (Chatterji and 
Pachter 2006) and checked manually.

Microsatellite diversity was evaluated based on the number of alleles  (Na), observed  (Ho) 
and expected  (He) heterozygosities per locus using ARLEQUIN v.3.5.2.2 (Excoffier and 
Lischer 2010). This same software was used to assess deviations from the Hardy–Weinberg 
equilibrium (HWE), and to test for pairwise Linkage Disequilibrium for all loci (10,000 
permutations), based on the exact test of Guo and Thompson (1992). Significance levels 
were corrected using a False Discovery Rate procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995), 
using R (R Core Team 2018). Since HWE deviations could be due to the presence of null 
alleles, a survey to detect these scoring errors was carried out using MICRO-CHECKER 
v.2.2.3 (van Oosterhout et al. 2004).

All sequences generated in this study were submitted to GenBank with accession num-
bers ranging from X to Y (included upon acceptance of this manuscript).

Mitochondrial phylogenetic analysis

Phylogenetic analysis based on the mitochondrial dataset (16S + ND4) was performed with 
Bayesian Inference (BI) methods, using Algyroides nigropunctatus as an outgroup (Garcia-
Porta et al. 2019; Mendes et al. 2016), and three individuals of A. fitzingeri. Only speci-
mens sequenced for both the 16S and ND4 were used in this analysis.

In order to determine the best fitting nucleotide model, the software PartitionFinder 
v.1.1 was implemented (Lanfear et al. 2012), where tests were performed among schemes 
with genes unpartitioned (to avoid over-parameterized models). Parameters used were 
branchlengths = linked and modelselection = BIC. Implemented models are as described in 
Table S2.

Bayesian Inference was implemented with the software BEAST v.1.8.4 (Bouckaert et al. 
2019), and the analysis was run twice for 25 ×  105 generations with a sampling frequency 
of 1000. Models and prior specifications applied were as follows (otherwise by default): 
Trees linked, Strict Clock; Coalescent with Constant Population Size; random starting 
tree; alpha Uniform (0, 10); clock.rate for ND4 was normal, and for 16S was exponential 
(default values). Convergence for all model parameters was assessed by examining trace 
plots and histograms in Tracer v.1.7.1 (Rambaut et al. 2018) after obtaining an effective 
sample size (ESS) > 200. The initial 10% of samples were discarded as burn-in. Runs were 
combined using LogCombiner, and maximum credibility trees with divergence time means 
and 95% highest probability densities (HPDs) were produced using Tree Annotator (both 
part of the BEAST package). Trees were visualized using FigTree v.1.4.4 (Rambaut 2009).

Species tree and divergence time estimation

A multispecies model was implemented with *BEAST (Bouckaert et al. 2019), not only 
to determine the age of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA), but also to assess the 
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relationships between the main clades recovered from the mtDNA phylogenetic analy-
ses. This was performed using both mitochondrial and phased nuclear loci, and the best 
nucleotide models inferred using PartitionFinder (see Table S2). All markers were run with 
unlinked trees (mtDNA trees were linked), sites and clock models, so that each locus and 
respective priors used would not constrain the calculation of the parameters for the other 
marker, such as mutation rate, tree topology or branch length.

The lack of specific internal calibration points for Algyroides precluded the direct esti-
mation of the timing of cladogenetic events in the phylogeny. Therefore, for this purpose 
the mean substitution rates and standard errors for the same ND4 gene region calculated 
for Podarcis wall lizards in Pinho et  al. (2007) were used here, under a strict molecular 
clock. The clock.rate prior parameter for ND4 was set as a normal distribution with a mean 
of 0.0226 and a standard deviation of 0.0031, so that mutation rate varied between 0.0278 
and 0.0174 mutation/site/million years. A Coalescent with Constant Population Size prior 
was selected for the trees, with a random starting one. Two individual runs of 2 ×  108 gen-
erations were performed with a sampling frequency of 10,000. Convergence for all model 
parameters was assessed by examining trace plots and histograms in Tracer (Version 1.7.1; 
Rambaut et al. 2018) after obtaining an effective sample size (ESS) > 200. Runs were com-
bined using LogCombiner (discarding 10% of the initial runs), and maximum credibil-
ity trees with divergence time means and 95% highest probability densities (HPDs) were 
produced using Tree Annotator (both part of the BEAST package). Trees were visualized 
using FigTree (Version 1.4.4; Rambaut 2009).

Haplotypes networks

The phylogenetic relationships among haplotypes for the combined mitochondrial dataset 
and for each single nuclear DNA loci were inferred using a Median Joining network (Ban-
delt et al. 1999). To construct these haplotype networks, the software PopART (Leigh and 
Bryant 2015) was used, with the parameter epsilon set to 0.

Prior to this analysis, phase reconstruction of the nDNA dataset was performed. This 
was inferred using the program PHASE v.2.1.1 (Stephens and Donnelly 2003; Stephens 
et al. 2001), considering a threshold of 60% (p = q = 0.6), since this has been demonstrated 
to reduce the number of genotype uncertainties with little or no increase in false positives 
(Garrick et al. 2010). PHASE input files were created in SeqPHASE (Flot 2010), and all 
polymorphic sites with a probability of < 0.6 were coded in both alleles with the appropri-
ate IUPAC ambiguity code.

Population structure

In order to explore contemporary patterns of intraspecific variability in the target species, 
a Bayesian clustering analysis was performed, implemented in the software STRU CTU RE 
v.2.3.4 (Falush et al. 2003; Pritchard et al. 2000), only for the microsatellite loci in equi-
librium. STRU CTU RE was run for five iterations with a burn-in length of 50 ×  103 steps, 
followed by 55 ×  104 MCMC reps, for K between 1 and 8 (number of mtDNA clades plus 
2). This analysis was performed using the admixture model with correlated allele frequen-
cies and was tested under a supervised (with LOCPRIOR; Hubisz et al. 2009) and an unsu-
pervised (without LOCPRIOR) learning algorithms. In the supervised method, sampling 
locality was provided as a priori information, whereas it was not provided in the unsu-
pervised method. Determination of the number of clusters (K) was based on the method 
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described by Evanno et  al. (2005), and graphical plotting of STRU CTU RE results were 
implemented with the online software CLUMPAK (Kopelman et al. 2015).

Additionally, ARLEQUIN v.3.5.2.2 was implemented on the microsatellite loci to esti-
mate  FST values between all identified mitochondrial clades, and their significance assessed 
with 100 permutations.

Demographic history

A comprehensive approach to understand the demographic history of the Iberian Algy-
roides was performed using the Approximate Bayesian Computation (hereafter ABC), 
where alternative demographic scenarios were modelled using DIYABC v.2.1.0 (Cornuet 
et al. 2010, 2014). This analysis was carried out using microsatellite loci together with the 
mtDNA markers. This allowed testing explicit scenarios about the timing and intensity of 
a genetic bottleneck during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and the Last Interglacial 
(LIG) by simulating scenarios within set priors of time and population size, and comparing 
summary statistics from the simulated to observed datasets. To run ABC, the generation 
time of the species was set to 3 years, since females attain sexual maturity at this age (Pala-
cios et  al. 1974; Rubio and Palacios 1986) and assuming a 1:1 female to male sex ratio 
(well supported for the sister species A. fitzingeri in Capula et al. 2002; indirect data for the 
species in Palacios et al. 1974). A “control” was simulated considering that the population 
has kept demographically stable across time (Fig. 2, SC1), and a LIG and LGM bottlenecks 
without and with recovery/expansion (Fig. 2; SC2, SC3 and SC4, SC5 respectively).

Fig. 2  The five demographic histories tested on the microsatellite and mtDNA data of the Iberian Algyro-
ides using Approximate Bayesian Computation in DIYABC. Nx variables represent effective population 
sizes, and tx variables represent the timing of the demographic events. Details for the prior distributions for 
each of these parameters is provided in Table S3
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Details on the summary statistics used, demographic priors and mutational models are 
described in Supplement 3. Each demographic scenario was simulated 1 million times (as 
recommended in Cornuet et al. 2008, 2010). The posterior probabilities of the five ABC 
scenarios were estimated using polychotomous logistic regression. The selected scenario 
was the one with the highest probability value with a nonoverlapping 95% confidence inter-
val. Confidence in scenario choice was evaluated by computing type I and type II errors in 
the selection of scenarios. For more information on priors, type I and type II error calcula-
tions, and model checking procedures see Supplement 3.

Ecological Niche modelling

Species dataset

Species distribution data (Fig.  1c) were collected from the chorological database of the 
Spanish Herpetological Society (Asociación Herpetológica Española: www. herpe tolog ica. 
org/ based atos. asp); several bibliographic sources (Ceacero et al. 2007; Eikhorst et al. 1979; 
Gil-Sánchez 1992; Lafuente and Roca 1993; Otero et al. 1978; Palacios et al. 1974; Ple-
guezuelos et al. 1989; Sánchez-Videgaín and Rubio 1996; Valverde 1958); personal com-
munications from herpetologist colleagues; and fieldwork (performed during 2009 in 35 
journeys between 25th of March and 13th of September, with 12 researchers, completing 
52 h per researcher).

Study areas

The models were calculated in two study areas: the Iberian Peninsula with a spatial reso-
lution of 1  km2; and a smaller area comprising all records in the Subbaetic Range with a 
spatial resolution of 30  m2.

Environmental data

Two sets of environmental data were used for modelling the species’ realised niches (sensu 
Sillero 2011) in the Iberian Peninsula and the Subbaetic Range.

For the Iberian Peninsula, altitude and climatic data were downloaded from WorldClim 
1.4 (Hijmans et  al. 2005; http:// www. world clim. org/). As present models were projected 
to several past and future climatic scenarios (see below), the variables BIO3, BIO14 and 
BIO15 were excluded from the set of 19 bioclimatic variables (Booth et al. 2014) avail-
able in WorldClim, as they are biased when projected to past and future scenarios (Bedia 
et  al. 2013; Varela et  al. 2015). Slope was also included in the models as it represents 
the enclosed, rocky, shaded, and humid valleys where the species occurs (Carretero et al. 
2010). Slope was derived from altitude, which was previously projected to a projected 
coordinate system (EPSG: 23,030) as it should not be calculated in a geographical sys-
tem (e.g. WGS84) (Sillero and Barbosa 2021). Six bioclimatic variables plus slope were 
selected with a Pearson correlation lower than 0.70. Slope was included in all past and 
future climatic scenarios.

For projections to past climates, five scenarios were used: one scenario for the Last 
Interglacial (LIG: ~ 120,000–140,000 years BP); three scenarios (CCSM4, MIROC-ESM, 
MPI-ESM-P) for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM: ~ 21,000 years BP); and one scenario 
(CCSM4) for the Mid Holocene (~ 5000 years BP).

http://www.herpetologica.org/basedatos.asp
http://www.herpetologica.org/basedatos.asp
http://www.worldclim.org/
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For the projections to future climates, three atmosphere–ocean general circulation mod-
els (GCMs: CCSM4, HadGEM2-ES, MRI-CGCM3) were used, with four greenhouse gas 
scenarios (representative concentration pathways: RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5), and two time 
periods: 2050 (average for 2041–2060) and 2070 (average for 2061–2080). The four RCPs 
are based on different levels of greenhouse gas concentration: in RCP 2.6 very low concen-
trations by the end of the twenty-first century are expected; in RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0 these 
levels stabilise; and in RCP 8.5 an increase of gas emissions over time is forecasted. Future 
climate scenarios were selected considering their good modelling performance in Europe, 
following McSweeney et al. (2015).

All the variables of past, present and future had a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds 
(approximately 1  km2), except for one past scenario (LGM) that had a spatial resolution of 
2.5 arc-minutes (approximately 5  km2). As the Iberian Peninsula had a larger extent during 
the LGM due to the lower sea level, the LGM variables were clipped to the current extent 
of the Iberian Peninsula to avoid projection artefacts due to excessive extrapolation.

For the Subbaetic Range, topographical data were obtained from the Advanced Spa-
ceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model 
(ASTER GDEM; http:// www. gdem. aster. ersdac. or. jp/). The ASTER GDEM is a project 
formed by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan (METI) and the USA’s 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to produce the first DEM cover-
ing all continents, between latitudes 83° N and 83° S, with a spatial resolution of 30 m. 
ASTER GDEM are freely available on the Internet (Sillero and Tarroso 2010). Six vari-
ables at  30m2 were selected with a Pearson correlation lower than 0.70: altitude, plus five 
topographic variables derived from altitude (slope in percentages, cardinal orientation of 
the surface or aspect, number of hours with sunlight during 2009, solar radiation during 
2009, and index of surface curvature). The aspect (measured in degrees, from 0° to 360°) 
cannot be used as a continuous variable, because the values are circular (e.g. north is repre-
senting by both 0° and 360°). Therefore, it was transformed into a categorical variable, by 
reclassifying the values in the range of 40° (Sillero and Barbosa 2021). All topographical 
variables were derived in a projected coordinate system (EPSG: 23,030) (Sillero and Bar-
bosa 2021).

Ecological niche models

We calculated the realised niche models with Maximum Entropy (Maxent 3.4.1 software; 
www. cs. princ eton. edu/ ~schap ire/ maxent), a general-purpose machine learning method that 
uses presence-only occurrence and background data (it does not use pseudo-absence data; 
Guillera-Arroita et al. 2014; Sillero and Barbosa 2021), is particularly suited to noisy or 
sparse information, and works with continuous and categorical variables (Phillips et  al. 
2017, 2006). Background corresponds to the whole study area (Phillips et al. 2009): there-
fore, background data points were obtained from the area delimited as our study areas (i.e. 
the Iberian Peninsula and the Subbaetic Range). Maxent chooses the model with the maxi-
mum entropy, i.e. the one that produces the most uniform distribution but still infers the 
observed data as accurately as possible. It estimates the range of a species with the con-
straint that the expected value of each variable (or its transform and/or interactions) should 
match its empirical average, i.e. the average value for a set of sample points taken from 
the species-target distribution. We deleted duplicated points at the resolution of 1  km2 and 
30  m2; thus, only one point per cell was used in the analysis. We ran Maxent in clog-log 
format with default parameters using 70% of presence records from each dataset as training 

http://www.gdem.aster.ersdac.or.jp/
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent
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data and 30% as test data. The model was replicated 10 times as Maxent is a machine 
learning algorithm with a probabilistic component (Sillero and Barbosa 2021). Therefore, 
we calculated the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation of a set of 10 models through 
an iterative process, as a compromise among statistical power, computing time, and stor-
age. Maxent identified the importance of each environmental variable by the following fac-
tor analyses: (1) jackknife analysis of the average area under the curve (AUC) with training 
and test data; and (2) average percentage contribution of each variable to the models. For 
this purpose, variables were excluded in turn and a model was created with the remaining 
variables; then a model was created using each individual variable.

All models were tested with the receiver operated characteristics (ROC) plots and the 
True Skill Statistics (TSS; Allouche et al. 2006). The AUC of the ROC plot was taken as 
a measure of the overall fit of the models (Liu et al. 2005). AUC is used to discriminate 
a species’ model from a random model. Random models have an AUC equal to 0.5; the 
closer to an AUC of 1, the better the model. TSS is a classification evaluation metric and 
is equal to sensitivity + specificity-1. TSS ranges from −1 to 1, with 0 corresponding to a 
random classification power (Allouche et al. 2006). TSS tends to be correlated with AUC 
(Allouche et al. 2006).

Maxent models of the Iberian Peninsula for the present climate were projected to the 
LIG, LGM, Mid-Holocene, 2050, and 2070 using the same set of variables corresponding 
to each period, as indicated above. Maxent models for the Subbaetic Range were not pro-
jected to other scenarios as these models included only topographical variables.

To check if our models do not change with the type of algorithm used, we calculated 
them again with the Multivariate Adaptive Regression Spline (MARS) algorithm (Fried-
man 1991). MARS is a non-parametric regression technique that introduces a hinge func-
tion in the linear relationship. A hinge function is a change in the slope of the linear regres-
sion (Friedman 1991). We chose MARS because MAXENT also uses the hinge function. 
Therefore, we calculated past, present and future MARS models in the Iberian Peninsula, 
and a model at 30 m of spatial resolution in the Subbaetic Range. We used in MARS the 
same variables, presences, and parameters than Maxent. MARS was also evaluated with 
AUC and TSS.

Results

Phylogeographic assessment and age estimation

Mitochondrial DNA results from both the haplotype network and phylogenetic tree 
(Figs. 1a and 3), suggest the existence of six distinct monophyletic groups within Algyro-
ides marchi (= A. hidalgoi), although support is lower than 95% for most nodes. Remark-
ably, these groups have mostly no geographic coherency; for instance, Clade I has a patchy 
distribution with the majority of individuals occurring in the southernmost part of the spe-
cies’ distribution, plus two other isolated individuals in the central (Venta Ticiano, Jaén, 
DB7940) and the northernmost (El Berro, Albacete, DB1871) parts of the range. This dis-
sociation between genetic proximity and geographic distance is also seen in clades III, IV 
and VI. Only in clades II and V, which have narrower geographic distributions, genetic 
distance and geography corresponded better.

The phylogenetic relationships obtained from the multilocus species tree are quite 
different from the ones using only the combined mtDNA dataset (Fig. 4). However, and 
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in a similar fashion, it does not provide high posterior support for most of the mtDNA 
clades as being genetically different units. According to this topology, the diversification 
of the species in the Iberian Peninsula began during the Upper-Pleistocene around 0.10 
Mya, with the separation of clades I, IV and III’s common ancestor from the remaining 
extant groups. This took place a long time after its separation from the closest relative 
A. fitzingeri, approximately 4.85 Mya.

A common feature to all nuclear haplotype networks is the lack of correspondence 
with the groups obtained from the mtDNA analyses, and the sharing of many haplo-
types among clades (Fig. 3). The pattern from PKSQ is mainly due to a lack of genetic 
diversity of this marker (Table 1), with only one exclusive haplotype out of a total of 
three. On the contrary, in Reln’s case, the genetic diversity was higher with most of 
the haplotypes being exclusive, but the relationships among them unclear. The pat-
tern of MC1R was intermediate in diversity but still showing lack of correspondence 

Fig. 3  Haplotype networks for the combined mitochondrial dataset (16S + ND4) and for each phased 
nuclear marker (MC1R, Reln and PKSQ). The transversal bars represent the number of mutational steps 
and the black circles the missing haplotypes. Colours and clades match the ones from Fig. 1a
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with the mitochondrial clades (Fig. 3). Regarding the diversity indexes for mtDNA, the 
ND4 marker shows higher haplotype and nucleotide diversities when compared to 16S 
(Table 1).

Population structure

Of the 12 microsatellite loci studied, only seven (B4, Ph12010, Ph124, Ph2014, Ph412, 
Ph50 and Ph8311; Table S4) seemed to be in HWE and with no null alleles. Hence, only 
these were used in further analyses. All loci were polymorphic, but allelic richness was 
not especially high when compared to other studies using these same markers (Costa et al. 
2013; Runemark et al. 2008), ranging from three (C9) to 15 (Ph30). STRU CTU RE results 
revealed that the best K was 2. Surprisingly, and independently of considering or not the 

Fig. 4  Multilocus species tree calibrated based on the ND4 mutation rate, following Pinho et  al. (2007). 
Asterisks corresponds to Bayesian posterior probabilities > 95%, and the 95% confidence intervals for esti-
mated node ages (95% HPD) are represented by blue bars. Colours and clades match the ones from Fig. 1a

Table 1  Nucleotide 
and haplotype diversity 
(mean ± standard deviation) 
calculated with DnaSP for each 
genetic marker

Locus Nucleotide diversity Haplotype diversity

mtDNA
16S 0.00390 ± 0.00033 0.842 ± 0.026
ND4 0.00897 ± 0.00067 0.909 ± 0.022
nDNA
MC1R 0.00156 ± 0.00015 0.543 ± 0.039
PKSQ 0.00022 ± 0.00008 0.082 ± 0.029
Reln 0.00495 ± 0.00019 0.852 ± 0.019
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locality as prior, the Iberian Algyroides’ population seems to have no genetic structure 
(Fig. 5), even when examining the results from other Ks (data not shown).

FST values were all quite low between all mtDNA assigned clades  (FST < 0.2), vary-
ing from 0.00143 (Clade II vs Clade III) to 0.06749 (Clade IV vs Clade VI) (Table S5). 
Regarding microsatellite diversity, Clade III presents the highest values for all three 
indexes  (Na = 5.714;  He = 0.64951; Theta(H) = 1.69638), but Clade V has the lowest 
number of alleles  (Na = 2.571) and Clade II the lowest values for the remaining diversity 
indexes  (He = 0.51760; Theta(H) = 1.50248).

Demographic history

Results from the Approximate Bayesian Computation, indicate that scenario 5 (LGM bot-
tleneck with expansion) was the one with the highest posterior probability (0.40) with a 
95% confidence interval not overlapping with the one from other scenarios (Table 2). This 
scenario was also the one presenting the lowest type I error (0.39), meaning that it was 
consistently chosen when posterior data were simulated under this scenario. The second-
best scenario was SC3 (LIG bottleneck with expansion), although in this case the type I 
error was relatively high (0.74). Error rate testing showed that both SC3 and SC5 were 
consistently selected even when posterior data were simulated under other scenarios. Con-
sequently, type II error rates for these scenarios were relatively high. Nevertheless, the pos-
terior probability values and low type I error rate supported scenario 5 as the most likely. 
Both the pre-evaluation of the scenarios tested and the model checking step for the most 

Fig. 5  Bayesian clustering results using the software STRU CTU RE for the microsatellite dataset, imple-
menting the admixture model with correlated allele frequencies, under an unsupervised (without LOCP-
RIOR) (a), and a supervised (with LOCPRIOR) learning algorithm (b). The best K in both analyses was 2
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probable scenario (SC5) showed a good fit between the observed and simulated datasets 
under the chosen priors (Fig. S1).

Ecological niche models

Suitable habitats based on climatic variables and slope for the extant populations of Algy-
roides marchi (= A. hidalgoi) were located not only across the current Subbaetic Range but 
also included the eastern Penibaetic Mountains, Central System, the Iberian System, Sierra 
of Cuenca, the Cantabrian Mountains and the Pyrenees (Fig.  6). Temperature Annual 
Range was the variable with the highest contribution to the model (60.5%, Table  S6), 
and is also the variable explaining more the model when used alone, affecting its perfor-
mance when removed (Fig. S2). Slope and Precipitation were also important contributing 

Table 2  DIYABC error rates for the competing scenarios selected by the logistic regression method, based 
on the simulation of 500 pseudo-observed datasets (PODs – the “True Scenario”) derived from the poste-
rior distribution. The total number of PODS for a given scenario is represented in brackets () beside the sce-
nario number. Posterior probability of the tested demographic scenarios and 95% confidence intervals (CI), 
under the logistic regression approach using 1% of the data closest to the observed dataset (1000)

True Scenario used 
for simulation

Type II error rate Type I error rate Posterior prob-
ability [95% credible 
interval]1 2 3 4 5

1 (236) – 0.17 0.23 0.15 0.30 0.86 0.20 [0.19, 0.22]
2 (132) 0.06 – 0.11 0.22 0.31 0.70 0.09 [0.08, 0.10]
3 (184) 0.14 0.14 – 0.06 0.41 0.74 0.23 [0.22, 0.24]
4 (104) 0.09 0.31 0.10 – 0.23 0.72 0.08 [0.07, 0.08]
5 (344) 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.08 – 0.39 0.40 [0.38, 0.42]

Fig. 6  On top, Maxent ecological niche models of Algyroides marchi are projected to the Present, and to 
past scenarios during the Last Interglacial (~ 130–116 kyr years BP), the Last Glacial Maximum (~ 22 kyr 
years BP) and the Mid Holocene (~ 6kyr years BP), for the entire Iberian Peninsula. Below, maps represent 
the projections to the Present at 1 km and 30 m of spatial resolution, and Future (2050 and 2070), in more 
detail for the study area
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variables for these ecological niche models. The species selected positively intermediate 
values of slope, temperature and precipitation (avoiding extreme values) (Fig. S3).

Regarding the ecological niche models projected to the past, the predicted habitat suit-
ability during the Last Interglacial was reduced to the Cantabrian Mountains, the Pyrenees 
and to the Catalan coastal range, that is, not encompassing the current range. Afterwards, 
during the Last Glacial Maximum the areas with suitable habitats included the Iberian Sys-
tem and Sierra of Cuenca, the Southern Castilian Plateau and scattered areas along the 
Subbaetic Range. Finally, and very similar to the ecological niche models predicted to 
the present, the suitable habitats during the Mid Holocene included the current Subbae-
tic Range, but also the Iberian Mountains, the Central System and the Northern Castilian 
Plateau.

In the future climate change scenarios, the forecasted suitable habitat gradually shrinks 
and shifts towards the south-east of the Subbaetic mountains (Fig. 6). The model at 30 m 
of spatial resolution of the Subbaetic range (Fig. 6) provided a very similar result than the 
Iberian model for the present at 1 km of spatial resolution.

MARS models had very high values of evaluation metrics, in the Iberian Peninsula 
(AUC: (0.98 ± 0.03; TSS: 0.94 ± 0.05), and in the Subbaetic Range (AUC: 0.85 ± 0.015; 
TSS: 0.57 ± 0.05). Both models were very similar to Maxent models (Fig. S4).

Discussion

Currently, only a small proportion of the Earth’s land surface contain large numbers of 
species with small geographical ranges (Lamoreux et  al. 2006; Orme et  al. 2005), mak-
ing these regions of particular conservation concern (Malcolm et  al. 2006). At least for 
some animal and plant groups, such areas coincide with regions that have rare climates, are 
higher and colder compared to neighbouring cells (see in Ohlemüller et al. 2008). Small-
range species tend to occur in climatically diverse regions, where they were likely buffered 
from extinction in the past. These areas represent interglacial relict regions where species 
were able to survive in the last 10,000 years (the “Climatic Relict Hypothesis”, Ohlemüller 
et al. 2008).

The Iberian Algyroides is not only the Iberian lizard with the smallest distribution range 
(Fernández-Cardenete and García-Cardenete 2015; Rubio 2002; Rubio and Martín 2017), 
but also part of a genus whose relatives are disconnectedly spread across the Mediterra-
nean Basin. Algyroides species are spatially very distant from each other, some of them 
with equally restricted geographic ranges. The phylogeny of the genus and its relations 
suggest that the common ancestor to all Algyroides appeared somewhere in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, colonizing Europe during the Miocene (Harris et al. 1999; Mendes et al. 
2016). This has been recently corroborated by a phylogenomic study supporting the Bal-
kan genus Dinarolacerta as sister group to all Algyroides (Garcia-Porta et al. 2019). Dur-
ing this period, subtropical forest environmental conditions prevailed in the region (Böhme 
2003; Cavazza and Wezel 2003), but soon after, by the end of the Miocene beginning of 
the Pliocene, aridity increased creating drier and more open environments (Cavazza and 
Wezel 2003; Fauquette et  al. 1999). This may have pushed Algyroides taxa into several 
small remnants of suitable habitat across the Mediterranean Basin where they evolved in 
allopatry. In fact, these environmental conditions were most likely followed by extensive 
extinction within Algyroides lineages (Harris et al. 1999; Mendes et al. 2016). This extinc-
tion hypothesis is evidenced by the long phylogenetic branches obtained in Mendes et al. 
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(2016) and corroborated by our phylogenic topologies (Figs. 1a and 4). Moreover, palyno-
logical records indicate that such processes caused a vegetation turnover within the Iberian 
Peninsula making Mediterranean biomes to prevail (Jiménez-Moreno et  al. 2010). This 
suggests that even before the Pleistocene, a substantial part of the Iberian Peninsula was 
already unsuitable for Algyroides.

The results from the ecological niche model projections to the past (Fig. 6) demonstrate 
that during the LIG, the climatic conditions in the current species range were highly unfa-
vourable, only improving slightly during the LGM. Remarkably, from the LIG to the LGM, 
the ecological niche models identified a massive geographic shift of suitable habitats from 
the coastal Iberian Peninsula towards inland. Afterwards, the climate during the Mid-
Holocene (even warmer than today; Kitoh and Murakami 2002), seemed to have offered 
extremely favourable environmental conditions for this lizard species. In other words, 
models suggest that during the LIG the Iberian Algyroides was not present in the Sub-
baetic mountains but most likely distributed along the Catalan coast and/or the Cantabrian 
mountains. The colonization of the Subbaetic range should have taken place sometime 
later, between the LIG and the LGM. It is worth noting that the climatic variables included 
in the models will hardly represent correctly the environmental conditions of Algyroides 
in the Iberian Peninsula, i.e. enclosed, rocky, shaded, and humid valleys, since Worldclim 
climatic variables are created by interpolation from meteorological stations data (Hijmans 
et  al. 2005, 2017). Although these interpolations are performed with altitude as co-vari-
able, they might fail to correctly represent the microclimate at the bottom of the valleys, 
since variables should correspond most likely to the valley tops. This bias might increase 
when considering past climatic scenarios. Therefore, our models are probably failing in 
detecting deep valleys where the species might have survived during warm periods.

The footprint of this microgeographic dynamics is seen today by six mitochondrial line-
ages, most of them with little node support and geographic coherency, a pattern most likely 
resulting from full admixture or survival of admixed populations due to the climatic oscil-
lations during the Pleistocene (e.g. Godinho et al. 2008). The low node support recovered 
by all phylogenetic analyses, allied with the lack of structure and population differentiation 
evidenced by the microsatellite loci, are a strong evidence for past and current gene flow 
among populations of A. marchi. Hence, these clades can hardly be considered as geneti-
cally distinct units.

Indeed, Pleistocene’s cyclical ice ages caused extinction and repeated changes in the 
ranges of several extant taxa, depending on the latitude and topography. Such fast latitu-
dinal and altitudinal range shifts had noticeably stochastic and selective effects on genetic 
variation and architecture: populations and lineages went extinct, alleles were lost in bot-
tlenecks and founder effects, mutations occurred through time and were spread by selection 
and population expansions (Hewitt 2000, 2004). In a variety of phylogenetically unrelated 
herpetofaunal groups across the Mediterranean Basin, population expansion was followed 
by the establishment of secondary contact zones, with divergent haplogroups found today 
in sympatry (e.g. Gonçalves et al. 2012; Martinez-Freiria et al. 2017; Miraldo et al. 2011; 
Rosado et al. 2017; Salvi et al. 2011; Velo-Anton et al. 2018), similarly to the mitochon-
drial phylogeographical pattern observed here.

This same pattern is also supported by the results from the Approximate Bayesian Com-
putation analyses; the most likely demographic scenario is the one describing a population 
bottleneck followed by a genetic recovery (i.e. expansion) during the LGM (Table  2) and 
establishment of secondary contact. This biogeographical hypothesis accounts for the exist-
ence of several distinct haplogroups in the same region and the high levels of genetic diversity 
observed (Table 1). In fact, inside its minute range, the Iberian Algyroides contains as much or 
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even more genetic diversity than other endemic Iberian lizards with substantially larger ranges 
(e.g. Psammodromus hispanicus in Fitze et al. 2011; Timon nevadensis in Miraldo et al. 2011; 
Podarcis bocagei in Pinho et  al. 2007), or even than its sister species Algyroides fitzingeri 
(Salvi et al. 2011).

The fact that the cold/dry climate during the LGM caused a drastic decline of this species’ 
geographic range is not surprising, considering the environmental requirements of the species. 
In fact, the extant populations of the Iberian Algyroides are known to be highly sensitive to 
water loss (García-Muñoz and Carretero 2013; Rubio and Carrascal 1994), inhabiting geo-
morphologically enclosed, rocky, shaded and humid areas (Carretero et al. 2010; Rubio and 
Carrascal 1994). Indeed, these ecophysiological and habitat specificities were likely behind 
the most contributing variables when building the present ecological niche models; tempera-
ture, slope and precipitation were the variables that explained and affected more the model 
performance.

Unfortunately, such environmental conditions are expected to be dramatically modified, 
mostly due to climate change (see results), but also due to human-induced habitat degradation 
(Pérez-Mellado et al. 2009; Rubio and Martín 2017). Due to its small geographic range, as 
well as reduced and fragmented area of occupation and small population size, A. marchi has 
already been attributed the highest level of conservation category; classified as Endangered 
by IUCN with the same recommendation for Spain (Pérez-Mellado et  al. 2009). However, 
climate change in the current range certainly increases that level of threat. Consistent with our 
future niche model predictions, in 2050 and 2070 the distribution of A. marchi will undergo 
a substantial range reduction and shift towards the southeast, evidencing that the Subbaetic 
mountains will no longer harbour favourable environmental conditions for the maintenance of 
this lizard species.

According to Sumner et al. (2003), by the late twenty first century the far south of Spain 
will undergo a continued spread of aridity of the climate, extending westwards from the 
extreme west of Almeria province to include the whole Andalusia. Specifically, it is predicted 
an annual precipitation reduction of between 6% and 14% in this Spanish region. This is 
already the hottest and one of the most arid parts of Iberia, and an area with a great depend-
ence on the sufficiency of the winter rains. A study on 30 years of daily rainfall analyses have 
demonstrated a clear trend towards a decrease in the total rainfall in Andalusia (Romero et al. 
1998), followed by another study from Sumner et al. (2001) denoting a clear shortening of the 
winter rainfall season in this same region. Overall, these predicted environmental changes will 
be disastrous to several taxa of the region, the Iberian Algyroides included. A study by Car-
valho et al. (2010) on the impact of future climate change on 37 endemic and nearly endemic 
herptiles of the Iberian Peninsula, predicts that A. marchi will have a smaller distribution until 
2050. Generally, up to 13 species may lose their entire potential distribution by 2080 (Car-
valho et al. 2010). The Atlantic region will decrease in extent while the Mediterranean region 
will expand northwards (Sousa-Guedes et  al. 2020). These results are actually not surpris-
ing considering the hydric requirements of the studied species, as mentioned above (Carretero 
et al. 2010; García-Muñoz and Carretero 2013; Rubio and Carrascal 1994); in fact, the highest 
among the lacertids studied to date (Garcia-Porta et al. 2019).
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Conclusions

Overall, the stenotopic lizard Algyroides marchi (= A. hidalgoi) has a surprisingly high 
mitochondrial and nuclear genetic variability considering its reduced geographic dis-
tribution. Nevertheless, during the Last Glacial Maximum it underwent a considerable 
shrinking in effective population size followed by an expansion and secondary contact, 
which led to the establishment of several divergent haplogroups found today in sympa-
try and exchanging genes. Despite this, the future of this species is not bright since the 
not so far predicted environmental conditions will certainly cause a new reduction of 
this species’ range apart from the locally induced threats. In this context, linking current 
and future ranges and conserving suitable habitats (Carretero et al. 2010) seem the most 
reasonable measures in  situ to allow geographic dispersal and maintenance of genetic 
diversity, something that the species has sufficiently proved to be able to achieve. Over-
all, the implementation of such conservation plan for this relict Iberian endemic species 
is of paramount importance to prevent that a long and successful story of survival may 
not have an abrupt end.
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